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CBE
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I. Introduction
rbit raising, repositioning, insertion, and de-orbit functions are a few commonly sited applications of Hall thrusters. 1, 2, 3, 4 When considering Hall thruster technology for interplanetary missions, past works have focused on some sort of Earth escape architecture in which Hall thrusters are used just to spiral out from Earth. 2, 5 This architecture enables a smaller launch vehicle to be used, thereby reducing the overall mission costs. A common theme in past interplanetary mission analysis work is that the optimal specific impulses required for deep space missions are too high for Hall thrusters to attain, implying that the performance of the Hall thrusters would be inferior to the higher I sp ion thrusters. 6, 7, 8 While this may be true for constant power missions, it does not hold true for certain power-limited deep space missions. Fiehler and Oleson compared Hall and ion technology performance results for direct Earth-Mars Solar Electric Powered (SEP) missions. 9 Their work showed that a spacecraft with Hall thrusters, using less array power and fewer thrusters, delivered slightly more payload to Mars than a spacecraft with ion thrusters. The low thrust trajectory optimization tool used in their study was based on the Direct Trajectory Optimization Method. This study utilized a calculus-of-variations based optimization code, Solar Electric Propulsion Trajectory Optimization Program (SEPTOP), developed by Carl Sauer at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
The work in this paper goes beyond that of Fiehler and Oleson and assesses the performance of next generation Hall thrusters designed for deep space missions for which the performance of ion thrusters, such as NEXT, have been previously assessed. 10, 11 The main objectives of the mission trade studies were to:
(1) Assess the performance capability of a spacecraft using next generation Hall thrusters for its primary propulsion system by identifying the top performing NEXT and Hall propelled spacecraft to each target planet and comparing the results; (2) Gain insight into the importance of the combination of the launch vehicle and BOL array power in determining the performance of the next generation Hall thrusters; (3) Identify thruster performance modifications that would enhance the overall performance on a mission.
These classes of missions are to the outer solar system and typically require a Hohmann-type ΔV of 6 -8 km/s. A VGA is used to provide increased heliocentric orbital energy, thereby reducing the launch energy (C 3 ) requirement provided by the launch vehicle. Three planets are targeted: Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune. The NDM at each target planet's sphere of influence (SOI) is the dry mass of all elements of the spacecraft, including the science payload, less the SEP module and propellant. Capturing into a final parking orbit was not a requirement for this study. Parametric analysis is presented in the form of NDM versus trip time for a given BOL array power (referenced at 1 AU) and launch vehicle for both Hall thrusters and NEXT. The trade-off between the number of operating thrusters and throttling profile are assessed for each destination. The top performing spacecraft configuration for Hall and NEXT is identified and a relative comparison is made.
At this point it is important to point out that although comparisons are made between Hall and NEXT technology, they are at different stages of development. NEXT is the more mature technology; it is an advancement of the current state-of-the-art (SOA) ion thruster, the 2.6-kW, 3,100 second NASA Solar Electric Propulsion Technology Application Readiness thruster (NSTAR) that successfully served as the primary propulsion system on Deep Space 1. Notable technological advancements include: increased throttling range (from 5:1 to about 10:1), about a 30% increase in maximum specific impulse, and nearly a 300% increase in maximum operating power. A breadboard test has been conducted, and NEXT is on track to be at a NASA technology readiness level (TRL) 6 by the end of 2006. TRL 6 is defined as system/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment. 12 In-contrast, the 3-kW Hall thruster and its 8-kW variant is currently at TRL 4, which is defined as analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof-of-concept. 12 This paper begins with section II, an overview and status of Hall thruster technology development at Glenn Research Center. A recent overview of NEXT can be found in reference 10. Mission analysis assumptions and results are covered in section III. Finally, overall conclusions about this study are presented in section IV.
II. Hall Thruster Technology Overview and Status
Hall thruster technology has been utilized during the past several decades for Earth orbital station-keeping applications at power levels on the order of one kilowatt (kW) per thruster due to its ability to reduce launch mass and increase satellite operational lifetimes. 13 This success has lead to two Earth orbiting missions utilizing Hall thruster technology for primary propulsion: the United States National Reconnaissance Office's Science Technology Extending the use of Hall thruster technology to interplanetary missions requires higher powers, increased specific impulse, and for solar electric applications, the ability to operate efficiently over a range of input powers. In response to this, in 1999 NASA initiated a program to develop a Hall thruster that could provide this capability by increasing the specific impulses of existing SOA thrusters from 1500 seconds (sec) to 3000 sec and higher. 14 The result of this program was the nominally 8-kW NASA-173M thruster, which demonstrated efficient operation at specific impulses from less than 1500 sec to nearly 3400 sec at power levels from less than 1 kW to nearly 10 kW. 15 In 2003 the NASA In-Space Propulsion Program initiated the High Voltage Hall Accelerator (HIVHAC) development project, an effort to further develop this technology to support future robotic space-science exploration missions. While this program initially focused on the 8-kW power level demonstrated by the NASA-173M, in 2004 the power level of interest was reduced to 2.8 kW (with throttling down to 300 Watts) to optimize the technology for NASA Discovery-Class mission applications. The present study considers the mission benefit of Hall thruster systems utilizing thrusters at both these power levels for representative deep space missions.
While thruster development work is ongoing, the Hall thruster systems used in this analysis were the author's projections based on the current SOA for station-keeping systems and near-term potential capabilities. The technology requirements and remaining technical challenges for each of the components of the Hall thruster system are discussed below.
A. Thruster
The thrusters used for these analyses were based on the NASA-170M, a flight-like development model of the lab-model NASA-173M thruster, and the NASA-77M, a low power variant being developed by the HIVHAC project. Both these development model thrusters were designed to operate over a wide range of operating voltages and input powers. The performance of the 8-kW thruster was estimated based on experimental data obtained with the laboratory model thruster. The performance of the 2.8-kW thruster was estimated by de-rating the 8-kW performance to account for the greater influence of cathode flow rate and magnet power on the efficiency of the smaller lower power thruster. The In-Space Propulsion Program will verify these estimates through experiments planned for early 2005. Both these thrusters have a TRL of 4. The thruster mass used in these analyses was estimated from the solid models of the mechanical designs of each thruster. Maximum allowable propellant throughput was estimated at 800 and 300 kg of xenon based on operational lifetimes of 30,000 hours for the 8-kW and 2.8-kW thrusters respectively. 30,000 hours was selected based on the demonstrated lifetime of the required hollow cathode. 16 These lifetimes have not been demonstrated and are in excess of the lifetimes required and demonstrated for prior Earth orbital applications. Both thrusters are shown in Fig. 2 
B. Power Processing Unit
The power processing units (PPUs) used for these analyses were based on mass and electrical efficiency of the flight units developed for Earth orbital applications. These include the PPU used on the STEX experiment and the PPU undergoing qualification as part of 4.5 kW Hall Thruster Propulsion System (HTPS) developed for high power geostationary communication satellites. 17 Each of these units is shown in Fig. 3 . All the spacecraft control and telemetry functions are incorporated into the PPU due to its simplicity relative to the PPU of a gridded ion thruster electric propulsion system eliminating the need for a stand alone digital control interface unit (DCIU).
C. Propellant Feed System and Xenon Storage
The feed system and xenon storage tank used for this analysis were based on TRL 6 components previously developed. The feed system uses an industry developed proportional flow control valve from the HTPS system and metal-lined, composite-overwrapped propellant tank as used by the xenon fueled gridded ion thruster system used on the NASA Deep Space 1 spacecraft. 18 The propellant tank was sized as necessary, assuming a constant tankage fraction, depending on the required propellant load.
III. Mission Analysis
A. Thruster Modeling SEPTOP, an indirect two-body trajectory optimization tool, was used for this analysis. It has the ability to optimize such parameters as launch and fly-by dates and the hyperbolic departure velocity. SEPTOP also optimizes the discrete number of operating thrusters and can insert coast periods. It has been used for many years for many SEP mission analyses across various NASA centers. One important limitation of SEPTOP is that it can only model the thrust or mass flow rate of an individual electric thruster as a function of a single variable: power into the PPU. As a consequence of this limitation, the extreme regions of the thruster performance data are typically modeled, by two polynomial curve fits (one for the thrust and one for the mass flow rate), creating a high thrust and high I sp "envelope" around the performance data. In reality, the thruster may be able to physically throttle in a region that is anywhere inside the high thrust and high I sp envelope. To better model the thruster, the thrust and mass flow rate would be a function of two variables: PPU input power and a "control" type variable that would be optimized inside the region bounded by high thrust and high I sp envelope.
A fourth order polynomial is the maximum order polynomial permitted by SEPTOP. The form of the polynomial is given in Eq. (1), where P is the PPU input power in kilowatts and y represents either thrust or mass flow rate. ! y = a + bP + cP 2 + dP 3 + eP 4 (1) Table 1 provides the operating range of each thruster and the assumed (except for NEXT) PPU efficiencies.
Several versions of the NEXT throttle table exist and have been used for recent mission analyses. 10 For this analysis a recent NEXT throttle table that provides lower power limits and increased thruster efficiency was used. Figure 4 shows the curve fits for the 3-kW Hall, 8-kW Hall, and 7-kW NEXT. Table 2 provides the corresponding polynomial coefficients. From these curve fits, substantial differences in thrust and mass flow rates can be seen. Comparing thrust at 6-kW, the 3-kW Hall (2), 8-kW Hall, and NEXT generate thrust of roughly 250 mN, 250 or 310 mN, and 200 or 215 mN, respectively. So, for 6-kW of PPU power, the 3-kW Hall can generate 16 or 25% more thrust than NEXT (depending on which NEXT throttling profile is simulated), and the 8-kW Hall thruster can generate 16 or 55% more thrust (again, depending on which throttling profile is simulated for each thruster). The differences in mass flow rates are even more substantial. At 6-kW of PPU power, the 3-kW Hall (2) and 8-kW Hall have mass flow rates that are 65 or 95% and 65 or 295%, respectively, higher than NEXT. These differences in thrust and mass flow rates are even larger at full power, and are due to the substantial differences in I sp that exist between the NEXT and Hall thrusters and are shown in Fig. 5 . The peak I sp for the Hall thruster is less than 3,000 seconds, while the I sp s for NEXT are greater than 3,000 seconds for most of the operating range. Substantial differences in efficiency also exist and are shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the system efficiency for NEXT is greater than the 3-kW Hall thruster for power above roughly 1.5 kW and greater than the 8-kW Hall thruster for essentially the entire operating range.
Despite these differences in specific impulse and efficiency, there are limited regions where the 8-kW Hall thruster and 7-kW NEXT produce the nearly the same thrust. For example, the NEXT high thrust throttling profile and the 8-kW Hall high I sp throttling profile generate nearly the same thrust for power less than 4-kW, but the mass flow rate is higher for the 8-kW Hall thruster when the power is greater than 2-kW. Just by looking over Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , one might be inclined to conclude that the performance, measured by NDM to target for a given trip time, of a higher specific impulse thruster, such as NEXT, would/should be superior to that of a lower specific impulse thruster, like Hall thrusters, for deep space missions. One might logically assert that the wet mass of the spacecraft using Hall thrusters would be greater than the wet mass of the spacecraft using NEXT, therefore the ratio of propellant mass to injected mass would be smaller for NEXT compared to Hall. While this statement is true, it does not necessarily mean that the NDM to target would be less for a higher thrust thruster. If the difference in injected mass is large enough between the two propulsion systems, this may overcome the difference in wet mass and the end result could be a higher final (dry) mass. Intuitively, one would expect the spacecraft that can produce more thrust throughout the entire trajectory to rely less on the capability of the launch vehicle for initial escape velocity. The question really becomes whether or not the difference in injected mass is enough to overcome the difference in the amount of propellant required.
B. SEP Module Modeling
Once the thruster performance has been modeled using two fourth order polynomials, a generic mass model of the entire SEP module was utilized. This mass model was based on the JPL Titan Orbiter Team X Study. 19 A SEPTOP refinement enables a simplified model of the system masses to be input into SEPTOP via a series of coefficients. This refinement also enables a parametric analysis of payload and trip time to be accomplished efficiently. A top-level equation for the launch mass, M Launch , was previously developed for input into SEPTOP. 11
Stated in terms of the SEPTOP input variables this equation can be written as:
α power , k structure , and k tankage are parameters that model the rate at which their respective systems grow. M SEP-Fixed is the fixed mass of the SEP module and includes the masses of the propulsion system, structure and cabling for the propulsion system, and thermal system. It is independent of the array size and propellant load. This parameter changes only when adding or removing a thruster (or PPU). Table 3 provides the input values for the above parameters for each electric propulsion system. The exact value of alfa (7) , M payload , that is input into SEPTOP is unimportant. What is important is that a solution be found. After that, a time sweep is performed (M payload is now a free variable) and M payload is simply solved for in a simple spreadsheet calculation. Table 4 provides the masses of the major components of the propulsion system. Examples of the complete SEP module mass breakdown are shown for each target planet in the results section, once the propellant load is determined.
An additional SEPTOP refinement includes a modified model of the propulsion duty cycle. Typically, a 90-95% propulsion duty cycle is simulated in the trajectory to account for very short coast periods for navigation and trajectory updates. This duty cycle reduces the available thrust and mass flow rate of the thruster. The modification that was made decoupled the thrust and mass flow rate duty cycle by adding 5% back to the mass flow rate duty cycle. This 5% of additional propellant is unavailable for thrust and simulates navigation and trajectory modeling errors and propellant feed system leakage that takes place throughout the entire thrusting portion of the trajectory. Simulating the trajectory in this manner affects how the propellant contingency mass is book kept. Instead of adding an 8-10% propellant contingency factor, which is typical for these types of simulations, to the total mass of the deterministic propellant (to account for leaks, restarts, filling error, residuals, etc.) only a 3-5% propellant contingency factor is added to the mass of the deterministic propellant; the other 5% is assessed by SEPTOP as described above. The rest of the pertinent modeling assumptions are listed below.
• Mission Assumptions:
Jupiter epoch: 24 
C. Launch Vehicle Modeling
Performance data for the Delta IV 4450 and the Atlas V 551 was obtained from the Kennedy Space Center web site. 20 This performance is modeled with an exponential curve fit and the coefficients and the reference altitude are input into SEPTOP. The form of the equation is given in Eq. (4) and assumes that the coefficients (A, B, and C) are all positive and that ΔV L is less than 100 km/s.
The coefficients that were used in this study are given in Table 5 ; the launch vehicle performance curve fits are shown in Fig. 7 .
D. Trade Studies
Any spacecraft sent on an interplanetary mission must first escape Earth's gravity well. For this analysis, an expendable launch vehicle provides the required velocity change to reach a hyperbolic orbit relative to Earth. The spacecraft builds up its heliocentric orbital energy by raising its aphelion. Thrust from the Hall thrusters efficiently lowers perihelion for a Venus flyby (modeled as an instantaneous event in SEPTOP). The spacecraft's velocity vector is redirected and its kinetic energy is substantially increased as a result of the flyby. This dramatic increase in kinetic energy as a result of the flyby is largely responsible for increasing the spacecraft's orbital energy, and relives the burden that would be placed on the propulsion system without the gravity assist. Once the required ΔV is obtained, the thrusters are turned off and the SEP module is jettisoned. The spacecraft then starts its coast phase to reach the target planet.
A limited trade study was conducted on the launch vehicle and the BOL array power to see if the Hall performance trends varied with either of these parameters relative to the performance capability of NEXT. When the target planet was Saturn, the same solar array power was chosen for both launch vehicles. This way, the effect of a larger launch vehicle could be assessed when comparing performance results for different electric propulsion technologies. When Neptune was targeted, both power and launch vehicles were varied. For the mission to Jupiter, neither power nor launch vehicles were varied; Hall performance relative to NEXT on a smaller launch vehicle can be inferred from the Saturn and Neptune performance results.
Optimizing the combination of power and number of thrusters was not done in this study; an artificial limit was placed on the maximum number of operational thrusters. Understandably, more 3-kW Hall thrusters are required for these deep space missions as compared to a 7 or 8-kW thruster, especially for a trip to Neptune. The maximum and minimum number of operational thrusters considered for the 8-kW Hall and the 7-kW NEXT were four and two, respectively. The maximum number of operational thrusters selected for the 3-kW Hall was six; the minimum was three. All cases assumed a spare thruster and PPU for redundancy. Tables 6-8 summarize the trade-study parameters for each target planet.
E. Results
All net delivered masses reported in this section include the mass of all elements of the spacecraft (including its own power source), science payload, any necessary support structure and/or adapter(s). The propellant and SEP module masses have been subtracted out. Due to convergence issues sometimes associated calculus-of-variations based optimization codes, like SEPTOP, some of the time spans for a given combination of trade study parameters are significantly shorter than others; however, there was no difficulty in ascertaining the overall relative performance.
Jupiter
NDM to Jupiter as a function of trip time, number of operating Hall thrusters, and throttle profile (for the 8-kW Hall thruster) is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for the 3-kW and 8-kW Hall thrusters, respectively. As Fig. 8 shows, the 5+1 thruster configuration is the top performer and is selected for comparison with the capability of NEXT. Figure 9 shows that the 8-kW Hall high thrust throttle profile outperforms the high I sp throttle profile; the 2+1 thruster configuration yields the largest NDM and is selected for comparison with NEXT. Figure 10 shows the results for the NEXT propelled spacecraft. The largest masses delivered by the NEXT propelled spacecraft use the high thrust throttle profile. So, by looking at Fig. 8-10 , one can conclude that the optimal specific impulses for this mission scenario are below 3,000 seconds. This fact is clearly indicated in Fig. 11 , which shows the Hall and NEXT delivered mass and arrival V ∞ comparison.
Both versions of the Hall thruster deliver at least 175 kg more dry mass than NEXT for the trip times shown. Fewer 8-kW Hall thrusters are needed than 3-kW Hall thrusters to deliver nearly the same mass. The spacecraft using Hall propulsion arrives with slightly less V ∞ than the NEXT propelled spacecraft for transfer times less than four years. They have roughly the same arrival V ∞ at four years, after which NEXT system provides slightly lower V ∞ . Table 9 provides the breakdown of Hall and NEXT system masses for a 3.8-year transfer time. The Atlas launch vehicle injects an average of 23% more mass for the spacecraft using Hall thrusters than NEXT-more than enough to make up for the difference in wet mass. For the same transfer time, a trajectory and power and thruster variation profile is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , respectively, for the 8-kW Hall thruster.
Starting with two thrusters, the optimal thruster variation is 2-1-2-0 (short coast period)-2-1 thrusters. At the highest A.U. portion of the trajectory, one thruster provides the necessary thrust for lowering perihelion. For most of the trajectory the spacecraft flies with only a single thruster operating. Two thrusters operate at full power only once during the transfer-during the Venus flyby. Approximately 120 days after the gravity assist, the thrusters turn off and the SEP module is jettisoned, thus the spacecraft begins its coast phase to Jupiter.
The fact the spacecraft operates only one thruster at its high radial distances from the sun is not a given. A brief discussion on why a spacecraft would operate more than one thruster during this region may be worthwhile. Total PPU power for most of this region is less than 5-kW. Let's suppose that the spacecraft operates two thrusters for a portion of this region. This means it would have to split this power between those two thrusters. The spacecraft could operate both thrusters at 2-kW. The thrust produced by these electric thrusters is given by Eq. (5). 21 At this lower power setting, the ratio of overall efficiency to specific impulse may or may not be larger than the same ratio at 4-kW. This means that it is very possible that two thrusters operating at 2-kW each produce more (or less) total thrust than one thruster operating a 4-kW. The spacecraft propelled by 8-kW Hall thrusters operates a single thruster during this very power-limited region because the thrust generated is sufficient. It should not be assumed that any electric thruster would exhibit this characteristic; operating more than one thruster could generate more thrust and may be required. In terms of the propellant mass fraction, NEXT is more efficient. However, this did not result in a higher final mass than the Hall propelled spacecraft. As a consequence of the relatively lower thrust produced by the NEXT propelled spacecraft, more energy is required from the launch vehicle relative to the Hall propelled spacecraft.
Jupiter Summary
For the selected array power, launch vehicle and trajectory, the advanced Hall thrusters' specific impulses are more optimal than NEXT. Using Hall thrusters for the spacecraft's primary propulsion system enables at least an additional 175 kg to be delivered to Jupiter relative to the NEXT propelled spacecraft. The spacecraft using the 8-kW Hall thrusters delivers slightly less mass than the 3-kW Hall propelled spacecraft; however, it does so with three less operating thrusters. The average throughput per thruster for this configuration is over 500 kg.
Saturn
The trade-offs between the number of operating thrusters, throttling profile (when applicable), trip time, and NDM for the 3-kW Hall, 8-kW Hall and 7-kW NEXT when launching on a Delta IV 4450 are shown in Fig. 14-16 . Figures 17-19 show the same trade studies when the spacecraft is launched on an Atlas V 551. BOL array power was set to 18-kW. By comparing the performance results of the spacecraft propelled by the 3-kW Hall thrusters when launched on the Delta IV 4450 or Atlas V 551 ( Fig. 14 and Fig. 17 ), one can see greater sensitivity to the number of operating thrusters when launched on an Atlas V 551. Switching launch vehicles increases the NDM of the 5+1 thruster configuration by roughly 475 kg. The same comparison for the spacecraft using 8-kW Hall thrusters ( Fig. 15 and Fig. 18 ) is interesting for two reasons. First, notice that when the spacecraft is launched on the Delta IV 4450, performance is primarily dependant on the number thrusters. This indicates a strong sensitivity to the dry mass. In fact, reducing the total number of thrusters from four to three results in an additional 200 kg of dry mass at Saturn. Secondly, notice that when the spacecraft is launched on the Atlas V 551, performance is primarily dependant on the throttle profile. The high thrust throttle profile yields the best results regardless of the total number of thrusters. This indicates a strong sensitivity to the thrusters' specific impulses. Roughly an additional 550 kg is delivered to Saturn when the spacecraft is launched on the Atlas V 551.
In regards to these same types of comparisons for the NEXT propelled spacecraft when launched on the Delta IV 4450 (Fig. 16) , the NDM to Saturn is primarily dependant on the throttle profile for most of the transfer times. A NDM gain of roughly 60 kg is achieved just by changing the throttle profile from high I sp to high thrust. Figure 19 shows the same throttle profile sensitivity for the NEXT propelled spacecraft launched on an Atlas V 551. Switching launch vehicles results in roughly a 350 kg gain in the NDM to Saturn. Due to the relatively lower thrust of the NEXT propelled spacecraft, more of the capability of the Atlas launch vehicle is spent on a higher injection velocity. This results in a performance increase of roughly 125 kg and 200 kg less than what the 3-kW Hall and 8-kW Hall propelled spacecraft achieved when using a larger launch vehicle.
The top performance curves from Fig. 14-19 were selected for comparison and are shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 . When the spacecraft is launched on a Delta IV 4450, two operational 8-kW Hall thrusters and five operational 3-kW Hall thrusters deliver essentially the same mass to Saturn as two or three operational 7-kW NEXTs for transfer times greater than 7-years. For transfer times less than 7-years, the 8-kW Hall thruster offers the benefit of delivering nearly the same mass as NEXT with one fewer thruster than NEXT and three fewer thrusters than the 3-kW Hall.
Looking at Fig. 21 , one can see that the Hall thrusters exhibit greater sensitivity to the launch vehicle performance capability. Just by switching launch vehicles, the differences in final masses between the two electric propulsion systems are substantial. The 8-kW Hall thrusters enable the spacecraft to deliver roughly 200 kg more, while using one less thruster, to Saturn than the NEXT propulsion system. For the transfer times shown, average throughput per thruster for the 8-kW Hall varies by 8% and never exceeds 635 kg. Tables 10 and 11 provide each electric propulsion system masses for a 5.7-year transfer to Saturn. For this same transfer time, a trajectory and thruster variation history profile is shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 when the spacecraft utilizes 8-kW Hall thrusters and launches on an Atlas V 551. The spacecraft using NEXT has lower propellant mass fractions than the Hall propelled spacecraft when launched on either launch vehicle. However, this not does translate to better performance due to the difference in required launch energies (C 3 ) that are direct result of the relatively low thrust produced by the ion thrusters. A single 8-kW Hall thruster generates the necessary thrust to lower perihelion for a flyby of Venus as shown in Fig. 23 . 
Saturn Summary
The NEXT and Hall propelled spacecraft deliver roughly the same mass to Saturn when launched on a Delta IV 4450. For transfer times less 7-years, one less 8-kW Hall thruster is required relative to NEXT.
Switching to a launch vehicle with an increased performance capability (and holding BOL solar array power constant) shows that the Hall thrusters' performance is more sensitive to the larger launch vehicle than the NEXT propulsion system for this mission scenario. A 200 kg delivered mass advantage for the Hall propelled spacecraft relative to the NEXT propelled spacecraft is achieved with the Atlas V 551. The 8-kW Hall thruster performed well for this mission scenario; it offers a substantial mass advantage with one fewer thruster than NEXT. The trade-off for this increased performance is a relatively high average throughput per thruster (> 600 kg).
Neptune
The same kind of trade studies that were performed for a Saturn mission was performed for a Neptune mission with one exception: BOL solar array power was reduced roughly 25% when launched on the Atlas V 551. This way, a trade-off between two different SEP mission architectures could be assessed. One mission architecture would require a relatively large BOL solar array combined with the performance of a relatively smaller launch vehicle, the other visa versa. The spacecraft performance results when launched on a Delta 4450 and an Atlas V 551 are shown in Fig. 24 & 25, and Fig. 26 & 27 , respectively. Because of the higher power requirement for a larger ΔV mission to Neptune, the trade-off between the number of operational 3-kW Hall thrusters was not performed-only the performance of the 6+1 thruster configuration was assessed. Although the optimal transfers time to Neptune are more than 13 years, as shown in Figures 24-27 , past mission analysis work has focused on delivering an average payload of nearly 1,000 kg to Neptune in 10-11 years. 11, 22 Figure 24 shows that the NDM to Neptune (Delta IV 4450 launcher) is primarily dependant on the 8-kW Hall throttle profile. The high I sp throttle profile yields a larger NDM than the high thrust profile. When the BOL array power is reduced from 30 kW to 22 kW and the launch vehicle changed from a Delta IV 4450 to an Atlas V 551 ( Fig. 26) , the Hall propelled spacecraft can reach Neptune several months sooner or deliver roughly an additional 300 kg in final mass for transfer times between 10-11 years by using the high thrust throttle profile. So, using a launch vehicle with a greater performance capability and reducing the array power resulted in a modest decrease of the mission's optimal specific impulses (the specific impulse differences between the high I sp and high thrust throttle profile).
The NEXT propelled spacecraft does not exhibit the same results. When the spacecraft is launched on the Delta IV 4450 or an Atlas V 551, performance is primarily dependant on the total number of thrusters; four operational thrusters enable a larger delivered mass than three. Better performance is achieved for the high thrust throttle profiles. The high I sp throttle profile may deliver a higher mass than the high thrust throttle profile for transfer times on the order of 13 years or longer. Although the performance capability of the Atlas V 551 is significantly more than the Delta IV 4450, the spacecraft's performance actually is reduced because of its sensitivity to power. This results in additional couple months of trip time or a rough average of 50 kg less mass at Neptune.
Once again, the best performance curves from From viewing these two figures, one can see that the spacecraft propelled by Hall thrusters is more sensitive to the additional performance capability of the launch vehicle, and less sensitive to the BOL array power. In contrast, the NEXT propelled spacecraft shows greater sensitivity to BOL array power. When launched on a Delta IV 4450, NEXT outperforms the Hall system; the opposite is true when the launch vehicle is the Atlas V 551 and power is reduced. When the spacecraft is launched on the Atlas V 551, 8-kW Hall thrusters enable a trip time reduction on the order of a year or more or about a 300 kg gain in final mass at Neptune compared to the NEXT propelled spacecraft. Notice at this reduced power level, the performance of the 3-kW Hall thrusters and NEXT are nearly identical.
Because the maximum power of the 8-kW Hall and 7-kW NEXT differ by ~ 1-kW, four operational 8-kW Hall can process an additional 4-kW of power relative to NEXT inside 1 A.U. To assess what kind of effect this additional available power would have on performance, the maximum power for the 8-kW Hall thrusters was constrained to 7.3-kW for the 4+1, Atlas V 551 case. The mass delivered to Neptune for this case was reduced by 3%. This small performance decrease is consistent with the performance shown by the 3-kW Hall thrusters; its mass delivery capability is nearly the same as NEXT while the maximum power processed is 11-kW less than NEXT (inside 1 A.U.).
A SEP mass breakdown for a 10.7-year transfer to Neptune when launched on a Delta IV 4450 is shown in Table  12 . Table 13 provides the same mass breakdown when the spacecraft is launched on an Atlas V 551. When the NEXT propelled spacecraft is launched on the Atlas V 551, the increment in required launch energy is large enough that the launch vehicle actually injects less mass than the Delta IV 4450. This is because 22-kW is far from its optimal power level. In contrast, the total thrust produced by the Hall propelled spacecraft is sufficient to handle this reduction in power. Figure 30 shows the trajectory profile for a 10.7-year transfer to Neptune and Fig. 31 provides the corresponding power and thruster variation history. All three thrusters are turned on only for two relatively short periods-at the beginning of the trajectory and during the Venus flyby. Dual thruster operations are used primarily for throttling from three to two thrusters and visa versa. 
Neptune Summary
When launched a Delta IV 4450, the NEXT propelled spacecraft delivers ~30 kg more than the Hall propelled spacecraft for 10-11 year transfer times. For longer trip times, the mass advantage increases.
Selecting a launch vehicle with more performance capability and decreasing solar array power by roughly 25% reveals something important: an electric thruster that produces relatively higher thrust can enable a reduction in solar array power and the number of operational thrusters. The thrust produced by NEXT is simply not high enough to take advantage of this; therefore, the Hall propelled spacecraft outperforms the NEXT propelled spacecraft by roughly 300 kg for 10-11 year transfer times.
This result is important because if the delivered mass requirement grows significantly enough to necessitate the use of a launch vehicle with more performance capability, an electric thruster that produces relatively more thrust could enable a reduction in power and required thrusters that a higher specific impulse thruster could not. In fact, since the time this analysis was performed, a detailed Neptune mission trade study has established a SEP baseline trajectory that must deliver ~2,230 kg to Neptune's SOI-over a 100% mass growth from previous analysis. 23 To meet this high mass requirement, that study used two gravity assists, a Delta IV 4050H launch vehicle, and five operational NEXT thrusters that use the high I sp throttle profile.
IV. Conclusion
This study is believed to be the first of its kind in that it assessed the performance of deep space SEP missions using next generation Hall thrusters for primary propulsion applications-mission scenarios previously reserved for thrusters that generate higher specific impulses. In order to access the performance of a spacecraft using advanced Hall thrusters as its primary propulsion system, trade-studies were conducted on mission parameters such as thruster count, throttle profile, and launch vehicle to identify the spacecraft configuration that delivered the largest mass for a range of trip times to each of three target planets: Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune. These same trade-studies were conducted for a spacecraft that utilized the ASOA NEXT ion system for its primary propulsion system and the top performing spacecraft configuration was also identified. A relative comparison was made between the existing NEXT system and the projected next generation Hall primary propulsion systems.
Results in this study show that for four of out the five mission scenarios assessed, a spacecraft propelled by an advanced Hall thruster (of the type under development) offered at least one of the following benefits relative to the existing higher I sp NEXT:
(1) Better performance-larger payload or shorter flight time;
(2) Fewer thrusters;
(3) Less BOL array power. These promising advantages of advanced Hall thrusters should be realized in the context that every mission is unique, and that this study only provides a snapshot of the relative performance. Because each mission is unique, it will have specific science objectives and cost-caps that will strongly affect important parameters such as the launch vehicle and array power. And as this study shows, the combination of launch vehicle and array power has dramatic consequences when comparing the performance of the advanced Hall thrusters and the ASOA NEXT ion system. One should not assume a priori that advanced Hall thrusters would offer one or more of these benefits for every deep space mission; more analyses needs to be performed. Having hopefully placed these results in the proper context, several important conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The optimal specific impulses for SEP deep space missions of the kind that this study considers are determined by various mission design parameters including destination, required payload, power, and launch vehicle. However, this study finds that advanced Hall thrusters offer the more optimal I sp s for most of the mission scenarios considered. (2) Increased launch vehicle performance capability tends to significantly lower these missions' optimal specific impulse. As a result, a mission designer could choose to take on the added propellant load that is inherent with a higher thrust system, but have enough of a performance margin to reduce power and therefore cost. (3) Higher specific impulses do not necessarily translate to better performance. Often, better performance is achieved with the higher thrust throttle profile of NEXT rather than the high I sp throttle profile. (4) The relatively higher thrust generated by the Hall thrusters enables a reduction in solar array power requirements that a higher I sp thruster cannot. (5) For missions to Jupiter and beyond, the 3-kW Hall thruster is not appropriate because it requires several more operational thrusters than the 7-kW NEXT and 8-kW Hall. Additionally, operation at power levels below 3 kW is not driven by the available power from the sun. (6) Increased lifetime capabilities are essential for optimal performance of the 8-kW Hall thrusters.
Average throughput per thruster requirements is on the order of 400 -600 kg. (7) The mission benefits provided by advanced Hall thrusters may warrant the future development of propulsion systems based on this emerging technology if thruster throughput can be adequately addressed.
These findings are important because if the advanced Hall thruster throughput can be adequately addressed, the application of advanced Hall thrusters to deep space SEP missions potentially enables a reduction in mission class. For example, if the science/payload objectives of a Flag Ship class mission can be met with fewer thrusters and less array power, the resulting cost-savings may be substantial enough that the mission becomes a New Frontiers class mission. Launch vehicle costs would also have to be considered. Of course, cost analyses would need to be performed, and more mission analyses would need to be done, but the potential exists.
Other possible advanced Hall thruster applications include using the Hall thrusters to spiral out from the Earth's gravity well and for the heliocentric transfer. This scenario would reduce the size of the launch vehicle required and the complexity associated with carrying a different propulsion system for the heliocentric transfer. However, spare thrusters may be needed if throughput requirements become an issue.
In light of this analysis, one must wonder what the results would be of a similar trade-study for SEP missions in the inner solar system: missions such as a comet surface sample return (CSSR) or another type of small body rendezvous. These missions may or may not require a gravity assist. The BOL array power requirements may be substantially less than missions to the outer solar system. The launch vehicle performance capability that is required to enable these types of missions to small bodies may be less than missions to the outer solar system. Despite these variants, recent mission analyses with the objective of assessing the applicability of electric thrusters such as NEXT and Hall for Discovery class missions have shown similar results: advanced Hall thrusters can offer a performance advantage relative to NEXT (and NSTAR). 24 Additionally, that study found that advanced Hall thrusters could offer a cost benefit.
As a final closing remark, although this study showed substantial performance benefits for advanced Hall thrusters relative to NEXT, the technologies are at different maturity levels. The advanced Hall thrusters are only at TRL 4, and have not yet been fully validated. Substantiation of these performance benefits requires further technical development.
